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The Queen's College Parents-Teachers' Association (QCPTA) was established in 

1989 and is in its 30th session during year 2018-19.  With devoted support from the 

school and the parents, a series of events and activities were organized with great 

success to celebrate our 30th anniversary.  

 

Annual General Meeting 

The 30th Annual General Meeting of the QCPTA was held at the school hall on 19 

October 2018 with approximately 120 participants.  After receiving campaign speeches 

from parents running for election of the Executive Committee of the QCPTA, our 

members cast their votes. Six parents were elected to join six incumbent parents and 

seven teachers in the Executive Committee.  Meanwhile, Mr. Tam Kam Tong and Mr. 

Kwong Wing Ho Ringo continues to serve as our Honorary Auditor and Honorary Legal 

Advisor for the QCPTA respectively. 

 

The First Executive Committee Meeting of Session 2018-19 was held immediately after 

the Annual General Meeting to elect the post bearers.  Mr. Yiu Kwok Hung Kenneth 

was elected and continue to be the Chairperson of Session 2018-19.  The composition 

of the Executive Committee 2018-19 is as follows 
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 Parents Teachers 

Chairperson    Mr. Yiu Kwok Hung Kenneth  

Vice-chairperson      Mr. Lai Wai Lun Alan Ms. Leung Yvetta Ruth 

Secretary Dr. Leung Wai Man Wanthy Ms. Mui Sze Wan 

Treasurer Mr. Chan Chi Hung David Mr. Lee Yuk Lam 

Committee Members Ms. Chau Mei Ling Yvonne Mr. Chiu Sin Hang 

 Ms. Choy Soo Mee Josephine Ms. Ling Yuen Ting 

 Mr. Choy Chong Ki Victor Ms. Chan Ying Ping 

 Dr. Ho Hon Shuen Ms. Law Lai Shan  

 Mr. Leung Wai Chung Vincent  

 Ms. Pang Yin Fan Alice  

 Ms. Sin Oi Ling Mandy  

 Mr. Sze Kin Stephen  
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Major Activities Organized by QCPTA in 2018-19 

To promote and develop a healthy lifestyle, family bonding, as well as strong 

connection between the school and the parents, the QCPTA has organized a series of 

events and activities. Below are the highlights. 

 

Blood Donation Day 

A group of 41 parents participated in the blood 

donation day on 21 November 2018.  It was the 

highest number we have ever recorded.  

Together we contributed to the mission of saving 

lives, as well as to our community’s wellbeing.   

 

Parent Volunteers Appointment Ceremony and Kick-off Party 

We successfully recruited 208 parent volunteers for school year 2018-19.  120 parents 

and teachers attended the ceremony on 18 December 2018.  The Appointment 

Ceremony was kick-offed by our Chairperson, Mr. Yiu Kwok Hung Kenneth, and all 

participants took photos with all our committee members. Valuable opinions and 

comments were collected from parent volunteers during group discussions and were 

implemented in later activities. 
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Parents Talk about Overseas Study 

For our students who consider 

studying aboard, the QCPTA 

co-organized a “Parents Talk 

About Overseas Study” with 

the Career and Life Planning 

(CLP) Team of the School on 

15 December 2018 which 

includes universities 

information of the United 

Kingdom, the United States of 

America and Australia. 79 

participants attended this event.  
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Hiking BBQ Fun Day 

To enjoy a break before entering 

the 2nd term, the QCPTA organized 

a “Hiking BBQ Fun Day” on 19 

January 2019 to bring the Queen’s 

College community together to 

meet, exercise, mingle and have 

fun.  148 participants joined the 

event.  Starting from Siu Sai Wan, 

they walked along the Leaping 

Dragon Walk and the Pottinger 

Peak Country Trail to the 

Pottinger Peak.  After they 

climbed over the mountainous 

landscape, they headed downhill 

and paid a visit to the Ancient 

Rock Carving before ending their 

hike in the Big Wave Bay.  While 

there, they took the tour bus from the Big Wave Bay to the Shek O beach and enjoyed 

BBQ buffet at the Nam Au BBQ Store located at the beach.  It was a wonderful and 

relaxing day. 
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Information Day for S3 Parents and Students 

 

For our students and their parents who 

want to know more about the senior 

secondary curriculum and subject 

choices, the QCPTA co-organized the 

“Information Day for S3 Parents and 

Students” with the CLP Team of the 

School on 16 March 2019.  Apart from 

the sharing of student representatives 

of CLP, Mrs. Cherry Tse, Permanent 

Secretary for Home Affairs of the 

Government of Hong Kong Special 

Administrative Region as a guest to 

give us a presentation in the event.  

About 180 parents and students 

attended the talk. 
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Open Days 

 

 

On 29 and 30 March 2019, 

140 QCPTA parent 

volunteers assisted in the 

School Open Days. 

Tailor-made souvenirs 

were sold at the QCPTA booths.  A 

workshop on handmade leather 

and a coffee corner were also held.  

They were very successful and 

popular.  All proceeds after costs 

have gone to sponsorships on 

student extra-curricular activities, 

including Christmas parties, 

overseas competitions and the 

QCPTA Scholarship for outstanding conduct and academic achievements.  
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Healthy Internet Usage Parents Talk  

For our parents who want to know more about healthy Internet usage, the QCPTA 

organized a “Healthy Internet Usage” Parents Talk on 26 April 2019.  In the event, Mr. 

Tang Chu Yu Joe, Centre-in-charge of Online New Page-Online Addition Counselling 

Centre, Hong Kong Christian Service gave a presentation.  136 parents and students 

participated the event. 
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QCPTA 30th Anniversary Dinner and School History Museum Artefact 

Exhibition 

To celebrate the 30th anniversary of the QCPTA, the “QCPTA 30th Anniversary Dinner 

and School History Museum Artefact Exhibition” organized on 4 May 2019.  The School 

History Museum opened at the occasion, allowing access to Queen’s College artefacts 

of considerable historical value and valuable documents drafted in the early years of 

the QCPTA.  At the same time, a tea gathering was held in the school hall for parents 

and teachers to mingle.  

 

The anniversary dinner was held at Royal Legend seafood restaurant.  Over 300 

teachers, parents and students were 

participated the dinner to share the joy.  

Speeches were given by ex-

chairpersons and the current 

chairperson of the QCPTA to celebrate 

the occasion.  A video especially for the 

QCPTA 30th anniversary was recorded 
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and presented in the dinner including the 

sharing from the former principals and 

assistant principal, the former QCPTA 

chairpersons, the current principal and 

QCPTA chairperson.  A game and a lucky 

draw were arranged to entertain the guests 

in the dinner.  A series of wonderful performances brought about by student 

representatives and the executive committee of the QCPTA wrapped up the joyful 

evening.  
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Donation for Publication of The Yellow Dragon 2019 Issue 

To continue supporting the publication of “The Yellow Dragon”, a total of HK$43,790 

(31/8/2019) was raised for The Yellow Dragon Editorial Board this year. 

 

Newsletters and Website 

A newsletter was published in March 2019 and the new issue will be published in 

October 2019. The newsletters designed by the Editorial Board were posted on the 

QCPTA website. To facilitate environmental protection, QCPTA will provide only 

electronic copy newsletters starting from the October 2018 issue.  

 

Appreciation Party for QCPTA Parent Volunteers 

An “Appreciation Party for QCPTA Parent Volunteers” was held on 22 June 2019 with 

77 participants attended. The executive committee of QCPTA and parent volunteers 

gathered together 

to review and 

share the joy of 

the events and 

activities 

organized over the 

year.  Parent 

volunteers 

provided a lot of 

positive and 

constructive feedbacks for 

QCPTA to excel further. To 

appreciate the contributions and 

efforts made by the parent 

volunteers, QCPTA prepared 

electronic copy of Certificates of 

Appreciation and sent to 203 

parent volunteers.  
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Annual Outing 

During the weekend of 30 June and 1 July 2019, the QCPTA organized a cross-border 

outing to Zhongshan and Zhuhai via the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge.  89 

participants including teachers, students and parents joined the outing. The event not 

only provide opportunities for teachers and parents to communicate with each other, 

but also promote parent-child interaction.   
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Second-hand Book Sale & Uniform Donation 

Furthermore, the “Second-hand Book Sale & Uniform Donation” event was organized 

on 13 July 2019 at the School Hall.  All students were invited to sell their books and 

some uniforms were donated for the students.  It not only helps parents and students 

to save costs, but also promotes environmental protection and sharing among 

schoolmates.   

 

 

 

 

 

Other Activities 

QCPTA also worked close with the school to provide different parenting talks and 

sharing sessions including JUPAS Talks for secondary five students, as well as sharing 

on the “Interview for Secondary One Discretionary Places 2019”.  We could not have 

had such a success without the tremendous support from the school and our fellow 

members.  


